
Rebar Hook
Misc. Forming Hardware

TMUsing Rebar Hooks with Transition Ties  for 
®Stay-Form  Blind Side Wall Application

Versatile Solution with Off-the-Shelf Components 

1800 lbs Safe Working Load

Patent Pending

Quick Attachment to Rebar Reduces Labor Cost

TMTransition Ties  available for 
most standard panels

1. Push onto rebar 2. Twist hook 3. Tighten coil rod

Rebar
Hook
Rebar
Hook

®Steel Dog  
TMTransition Tie

(SC Snap-Coil Tie Shown)

½”Coil Rod 
Rebar Hook

#6 Rebar
(or smaller)

® TMSteel Dog  Rebar Hooks and Transition Ties  provide a universal solution to joining Stay-
®Form  panels to nearly any other type of forming panel. Form a blind side wall of any width by 

simply threading these off-the-shelf components together 
with a length of industry-standard ½”coil rod.

Make a quick, easy connection anywhere along the length of #6 or smaller while wearing heavy gloves. No tedious assembly and threading of small, 
rebar without threading over the end of the rod. First, make a slit on each side of loose components. Particularly where the workspace is tight, Rebar Hooks can 
the rebar at the desired tie location. Then, simply push the hook onto the rebar, cut your labor costs tremendously.
and give it a quick twist. Hand tighten the coil rod and you’re done--easy to do 

Adjustable-length

Labor-saving, fast attachment

Easy to assemble with gloved hands

Standard components means lower cost 
and ready availability

No keepers or nuts 

No need to custom-order exact sizes
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®  

Stay-Form is a registered trademark of Alabama Metal Industries Corp.

® ®
Rebar Hooks used on Steel Ply /Stay-Form  Wall

®

RH-6



®
Minimal slits required in Stay-Form

Easy to install in difficult-to-reach locations

®

A Universal Solution for Blind Side Walls
Choose Your Forming System

Choose Your (Adjustable) Length

®Now, you can use Stay-Form  with just about any forming system you want. Your dealer may already 
® TMstock the versatile Steel Dog  Transition Tie  for your system. By adding the RH-6 Rebar Hook, and a 

length of ½”coil rod, you’re able to take 
advantage of the outstanding properties of Stay-

®Form  for blind side wall forming.  

Instead of ordering custom, fixed-length ties weeks in advance, create the 
exact length you need from stock components on the spot. Most Steel 

® ®TMDog  Transition Ties  will allow you to make Stay-Form  ties from 8” up to 
unlimited length by cutting the desired length of coil rod. 

TMIn addition, each Transition Tie  has a 2” range of adjustment, which is 
helpful for:
       Battered walls
       Last-minute design changes
       Accommodating unusual field conditions
       Aligning formwork

You also don’t have to worry about ordering hook ties with the hook 
TMin the correct orientation to the loop: the Transition Tie  and the 

Rebar Hook can be set in any orientation relative to each other. 
This gives you even more flexibility on the job site to adjust your 
formwork to unanticipated conditions.

Transition Tie
RH-6
Rebar Hook½”Coil Rod 

2” adjustment 
     range

1/2” min.

EACH TIE HAS A 2” SAFE RANGE OF ADJUSTMENT. 
THE COIL ROD MUST EXTEND AT LEAST ½”PAST 
COIL IN ALL APPLICATIONS. 

Rebar Hook Product Information

Product Code....................RH-6
Box Qty...............................100
Box Weight......................37 lbs
Safe Working Load*......1800 lbs
Max. Size Rebar.....................#6
Min. Wall Thickness...................8”

When laying out and pouring blind side walls, consult AMICO 
®Stay-Form  literature for proper rebar stud selection and 

spacing, and for proper pouring technique. Remember, 
allowable pour pressure is likely to be governed by the Stay-

®Form  side of the wall.

*At 2-to-1 safety factor
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